
            Enterprise-class universal connectivity and
information access for cost-effective network computing

eNetwork Software
TM

Enterprise-class dependability

End-to-end universal access

Easy implementation and use

Effective network utilization



More than just great products
IBM eNetwork Software comes with a
variety of innovative resources and
materials that take you through every
step of your buying process.

Assessment Guides feature
customer scenarios that give you
a peek at the business and technical
issues facing enterprises today. They
help you understand how eNetwork
Software solves your problems and, best
of all, include a sample cost/benefit
analysis to help you build your own
business justification.

Evaluation Kits contain
everything you need to install, run, and
evaluate the newest eNetwork Software
products, including the full product
code and documentation. But our
evaluation kits offer more than just code.
Each kit also includes helpful product
information and a road map to lead you
on a self-guided tour.

The IBM eNetwork On-Demand
Education CD-ROM is just one of
the ways you can learn about and obtain
implementation and support skills for
the eNetwork Software products. With
an active Internet connection, you can
even link to the eNetwork Software Web
site from your CD-ROM, so you can
keep abreast of the newest
developments.

These materials and other valuable
information are available from the IBM
eNetwork Software Web site.

                                                                                                                                         It’s about
combining the easy access and global reach of the Web with traditional
enterprise systems, applications, and data to fundamentally change
your business—how you communicate, how you manage your suppliers,
how you market your products, how you sell to your customers.

It’s about new technologies, new concepts, and new models that are reshaping your
business—and placing enormous demands on your networking infrastructure. That’s why
we’ve introduced IBM® eNetwork™ Software.

IBM eNetwork Software provides enterprise-class universal connectivity and information
access for cost-effective network computing. By combining IBM’s expertise in delivering
industrial-strength solutions for the enterprise environment with the latest networking
technologies, eNetwork Software provides the foundation you need to capitalize on the
latest technologies and ways of doing business.

eNetwork Software offers a full range of networking software products:

• The Communications Server product line connects people and applications, even when
platforms and networks are diverse. This gives you the freedom to address business
issues without being hindered by application dependencies or network design.

•  With a broad range of communication clients, eNetwork Software puts information within
the reach of all users. From Personal Communications, the industry’s premier solution for
emulation and desktop communication, to Host On-Demand, a Web-based solution for
accessing host applications, you can select the access method that’s best suited to your
needs. And with Communications Suite, the most powerful “universal client” available
today, you have complete and easy access to your host applications, Lotus Notes®, your
intranet, and the Internet—all in a single package.

•  ARTour™ makes it possible to extend your applications and data even further through
wireless communication to connect your mobile employees, wherever they are, to the
enterprise.

It’s more than just the breadth of products that makes eNetwork Software unique in the
industry. eNetwork Software products are designed and built on the essential elements
required to address your networking needs:

• Enterprise-class dependability
• End-to-end universal access
• Easy implementation and use
• Effective network utilization

With eNetwork Software, you’ll see your network as a competitive business advantage,
not an IT constraint.

For more information about IBM eNetwork Software, contact your IBM sales representa-
tive or preferred reseller. Or, visit our Web site at:
http://www.networking.ibm.com/eNetwork
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